in the years after world war i the defeated and much reduced german army developed new clothing and personal
equipment that drew upon the lessons learned in the trenches in place of the wide variety of uniforms and insignia that
had been worn by the imperial german army a standardized approach was followed culminating in the uniform items
introduced in the 1930s as the nazi party came to shape every aspect of german national life the outbreak of war in
1939 prompted further adaptations and simplifications of uniforms and insignia while the increasing use of camouflaged
items and the accelerated pace of weapons development led to the appearance of new clothing and personal equipment
medals and awards increased in number as the war went on with grades being added for existing awards and new
corrections introduced to reflect battlefield feats specialists such as mountain troops tank crews and combat engineers
were issued distinctive uniform items and kit while the ever expanding variety of fronts on which the german army fought
from the north african desert to the russian steppe prompted the rapid development of clothing and equipment for
different climates and conditions in addition severe shortages of raw materials and the demands of clothing and
equipping an army that numbered in the millions forced the simplification of many items and the increasing use of
substitute materials in their manufacture in this fully illustrated book noted authority dr stephen bull examines the
german army s wide range of uniforms personal equipment weapons medals and awards and offers a comprehensive
guide to the transformation that the german army soldier underwent in the period from september 1939 to may 1945 this
is an expert guide to the uniforms of britain america germany ussr and japan together with other axis and allied forces it
is an incredible directory of the military personnel of the period with 600 images including photographs and illustrations
of uniforms kit weaponry and equipment it analyses the context of the conflict and the ideology and politics that
motivated the various national forces as well as the experience of the soldiers who fought on the front lines world war ii
was a huge conflict fought on different fronts covering diverse terrain and involving the fighting men of dozens of nations
at the outbreak of war in 1945 military uniforms had changed little from those worn by the soldiers of world war i but as
the conflict progressed changes were made to adapt to fighting and living conditions this book covers in detail what the
soldiers who fought in the war wore from british infantrymen in normandy to japanese troops in burma and from finnish
ski divisions to female chinese partisans lavishly illustrated with intricate insignia detail this book offers a definitive visual
study of a pivotal period of history the german armed forces remain today as they have been for decades the most
enduringly popular subject in the whole field of military uniform history in this book a gallery of full length studies is
supported by close up photographs of each item of clothing and insignia even linings and manufacturer s markings and
of original items of personal equipment and effects all the illustrated items are identified described and explained in a
detailed text by an expert collector the 230 color photographs in this book represent an invaluable reference to a
fascinating subject german army uniforms of world war ii in color photographs krawczyk from private soldiers to generals
this picture packed color collection profiles all major german combat branches including infantry cavalry artillery
mountain troops tank and assault gun crews etc plus uniforms specific to western europe russia italy and africa close up
detail photos of insignia interior details such as manufacturerÆs markings typical items of field equipment and more
hdbd 8 1 2 x 12 128 pgs 230 color ill see hundreds of iconic military uniforms insignias and badges worn by armies
navies and air forces all over the world during the second world war the widespread interest in the american soldier s
dress and equipment in world war ii has never before been served by a major book recreating the gi s appearance by
color photography a striking study that takes techniques to a new level live models wearing an enormous range of
authentic surviving uniforms this book will be hailed as a bible by militaria collectors modelers illustrators film wardrobe
departments and anyone with an interest in world war ii soldiers superbly illustrated with 280 color photographs richard
windrow is a life long military modeling hobbyist and tim hawkins is an experienced military photographer new in
paperback for 2008 this first volume of fighting men of world war ii offers a comprehensive full color look at the clothing
such as boots pants helmet tunic greatcoat camouflage and badges equipment weapons vehicles and rations of axis
soldiers also included are popular items such as lighters that were carried by many troops but were not standard issue
the accompanying text describes the items and also compares them to those of other armies the result is a complete
picture of the daily life and conditions of the fighting men of all countries it is an essential reference work for all military
historians collectors and general readers the opening of the former soviet union to the west over the past three years
has made accessible for the first time much new material on the red army of the great patriotic war the huge and varied
forces which won some of the greatest battles of world war ii against the german invasion this book contains a range of
rare authentic uniforms modelled and photographed in moscow tank commanders and generals assault infantry and
women medics pilots and nkvd security officers artillerymen camouflaged scouts and many more the photographs are
backed up by close ups of insignia and personal equipment this is the first thorough and in depth study to cover all
aspects of the winter uniforms issued to and used by the ground based troops of the german army and air force during
world war ii this book offers a definite overview covering all uniform pieces and accessories ranging from coats to
scarves and their developments used materials insignia and markings the book is clearly illustrated with over 180 period
black and white images and illustrations and up to 200 contemporary full color photographs resulting in an overview with unprecedented detail among the major powers of world war ii the uniforms and equipment of the japanese army have received the least coverage this new detailed volume presents the subject with a superb collection of actual vintage items and rarely seen world war ii era photographs among the subjects covered are the imperial japanese army uniform series undergarments footwear headwear personal field equipment extreme climate uniforms work and specialty uniforms soldier's personal items and firearms a short chapter examines reproductions this book caters for the widespread interest in the american soldier's dress and equipment throughout world war ii the photographic sequences show the range of uniforms and authentic weapons in characteristic use accompanied by identifying and explanatory captions for many years military historians and artists collectors of militaria war gamers and war enthusiasts in general have felt the need for a comprehensive record of the uniforms insignia and organisation of the fighting men of world war ii this remarkable book provides just such a record andrew mollo is one of the leading british military historians with a worldwide reputation and his book is the result of years of study and research his text not only details the design of uniforms and insignia but also describes their effectiveness in the field and how this affected the fighting ability of the troops themselves an impressive series of 350 full colour drawings has been specially commissioned for this book these are supported by 160 photographs of the combatants in action along with 53 plates of insignia the authenticity of the drawings together with the comprehensive descriptions make the armed forces of world war ii an invaluable source of reference for all students of military uniform a paperback edition of this classic work which describes and illustrates the uniforms and equipment of the world war ii british soldier using original items worn by live models in authentic settings a huge range of subjects is covered from the uniforms and equipment of the front line infantryman to the officers and men walking out dress the special kit issued to tank crews air landed and mountain troops motorcyclists medics arctic clothing anti gas kit and assault kit even down to the demob suits issued to discharged soldiers in 1945 from hitler's wehrmacht of world war ii to the bundeswehr the german army uniform has changed greatly over the last seventy years through periods of glory defeat and renaissance the uniform has evolved prussian and germanic traditions have remained strong throughout the uniform's history and can still be found in the insignia and equipment of the present day soldier a provisional reichswehr was formed in 1919 and for the first time the german army had a common uniform for all the federal states of the weimar republic with adolf hitler's rise to power in 1933 the uniform began to take on the symbols of nazi germany the eagle and swastika being added post war germany saw a divided nation with two distinct uniforms and today we again see a common uniform for a united germany uniforms of the german soldier charts this fascinating evolution with more than fifty color photographs and more than 400 black and white photographs this book gives the reader an unparalleled visual record each photograph is accompanied with a detailed authoritative caption examines camouflage patterns and uniform types used by german army and air force troops during world war ii and those post war patterns which were clearly derived from the wehrmacht types europa militaria series 17 an exciting series that features the soldier both modern and historical each volume captures the men their uniforms their equipment and their weapons this is part ii of a two part volume on the identification of coats and jackets used by u.s. army ground forces during world war ii this part covers raincoats wet weather jackets cold weather jackets coats overcoats and parkas as well as specialized uniform coats like the tank jacket mountain jacket and paratroop jacket it includes information on how the clothing was issued stock number data acquisition cost and who manufactured each of the items this book is part of an 8 volume set on u.s. army ground forces uniforms of world war ii this the thirteenth book in the officers and soldiers collection shows the french army during the phoney war and the french campaign in may june 1940 continuing the work started two years ago by andr jounieau in the two volumes dealing with the 1914 1918 armies given over to an almost exhaustive survey of french army uniforms and outfits during the two world wars this volume shows almost sixty color plates with no less than 300 uniforms several dozen insignia and equipment illustrations particular attention has been paid to the description of the combat groups and the servants of the unit weapons and jounieau figurines maker and collector has worked with hISTOIRE collections for more than 16 years his uniforms plates which have been fully carried out using data processing have made him a pioneer in this field the armies navies and air corps of world war ii were kitted out in multiple shades of khaki gray and brown here are the uniforms of 30 nations in detailed photos paintings and descriptions a complete survey of fighting men's and women's uniforms photographs of rare and original uniforms worn by live models the authors leading collectors and respected contributors to specialist journals in great britain and the u.s. have assembled a wide range of surviving uniforms never before photographed and published world war ii british infantry and airborne troops gunners engineers medical personnel and more are depicted with authentic field equipment and weapons in extraordinarily realistic settings this two volume set by pat moran and jon maguire illustrates in full color over 240 visor hats and helmets of the german army luftwaffe kriegsmarine ss nsdap police civilian and miscellaneous formations each peaked hat is shown from four angles including interior and insignia detail these volumes are a must for collectors of german headgear and militaria as well as modelers and students of military uniforms a detailed description of the german soldier's field tunic throughout the second world war in all its aspects history symbolism manufacturing evolution insignia etc from the pre war dress uniform to the shabby utilitarian garment of 1945 this book covers the high command the developments in unit organisation the campaigns and the uniforms and equipment of the german army in the last two years of the war in north west europe and italy despite the huge pressure of fighting on three fronts ever worsening shortages of manpower and equipment and allied command of the skies germany's decimated divisions fought on with impressive skill and determination this period also saw a fascinating
mixture of obsolescent newly designed and field made combat clothing which gave the German soldier a radically different appearance from his predecessor of just five years before men at arms 311 316 326 330 and 336 are also available in a single volume special edition titled German Army in World War II featuring for the first time in one reference volume the structure and equipment of the German and axis terrestrial combat units in World War II the hardcover reference book examines the organization of each army its rank structure and numerical groupings as a prerequisite to examining each soldier’s equipment in detail his clothing boots trousers helmet tunic greatcoat camouflage his weapons his support items like medical kit mess kit and rations each section will feature archive pictures of the soldier in the field and specially photographed artifacts showing preserved examples of the items that he carried with him there will be badges medals pennants and flags as well as other personal items carried by many troops like cigarette lighters razors and postcards of loved ones which were not standard issue but of extreme importance to each man the book will evaluate that equipment and how it compared to that of other soldiers in other armies both on the same side and among the opposing forces and provide a complete picture of the day to day lives and conditions of the fighting men of all countries and an essential reference work for all military historians collectors modellers and interested general readers featuring for the first time in one reference volume the structure and equipment of the allied terrestrial combat units in World War II the hardcover reference book examines the organization of each army its rank structure and numerical groupings as a prerequisite to examining each soldier’s equipment in detail his clothing boots trousers helmet tunic greatcoat camouflage his weapons his support items like medical kit mess kit and rations each section will feature archive pictures of the soldier in the field and specially photographed artifacts showing preserved examples of the items that he carried with him there will be badges medals pennants and flags as well as other personal items carried by many troops like cigarette lighters razors and postcards of loved ones which were not standard issue but of extreme importance to each man the book will evaluate that equipment and how it compared to that of other soldiers in other armies both on the same side and among the opposing forces and will provide a complete picture of the day to day lives and conditions of the fighting men of the American Russian British and Commonwealth armies as well as Polish free French and other nations thought fought albeit briefly on the side of the allies making it an essential reference work for all military historians collectors modellers and interested general readers

U.S. Army Uniforms of World War II 1991 in the years after World War I the defeated and much reduced German army developed new clothing and personal equipment that drew upon the lessons learned in the trenches in place of the wide variety of uniforms and insignia that had been worn by the imperial German army a standardized approach was followed culminating in the uniform items introduced in the 1930s as the Nazi party came to shape every aspect of German national life the outbreak of war in 1939 prompted further adaptations and simplifications of uniforms and insignia while the increasing use of camouflage items and the accelerated pace of weapons development led to the appearance of new clothing and personal equipment medals and awards increased in number as the war went on with grades being added for existing awards and new decorations introduced to reflect battlefield feats specialists such as mountain troops tank crews and combat engineers were issued distinctive uniform items and kit while the ever expanding variety of fronts on which the German army fought from the North African desert to the Russian steppe prompted the rapid development of clothing and equipment for different climates and conditions in addition severe shortages of raw materials and the demands of clothing and equipping an army that numbered in the millions forced the simplification of many items and the increasing use of substitute materials in their manufacture in this fully illustrated book noted authority Dr Stephen Bull examines the German army’s wide range of uniforms personal equipment weapons medals and awards and offers a comprehensive guide to the transformation that the German army soldier underwent in the period from September 1939 to May 1945

German Army Uniforms of World War II 2021-02-04 this is an expert guide to the uniforms of Britain America Germany and Japan together with other axis and Allied forces it is an incredible directory of the military personnel of the period with 600 images including photographs and illustrations of uniforms kit weaponry and equipment it analyses the context of the conflict and the ideology and politics that motivated the various national forces as well as the experience of the soldiers who fought on the front lines World War II was a huge conflict fought on different fronts covering diverse terrain and involving the fighting men of dozens of nations at the outbreak of war in 1945 military uniforms had changed little from those worn by the soldiers of World War I but as the conflict progressed changes were made to adapt to fighting and living conditions this book covers in detail what the soldiers who fought in the war wore from British infantrymen in Normandy to Japanese troops in Burma and from Finnish ski divisions to female Chinese partisans lavishly illustrated with intricate insignia detail this book offers a definitive visual study of a pivotal period of history

An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms of World War II 2015-07 the German armed forces remain today as they have been for decades the most enduringly popular subject in the whole field of military uniform history in this book a gallery of full length studies is supported by close up photographs of each item of clothing and insignia even linings and manufacturer’s markings and of original items of personal equipment and effects all the illustrated items are identified described and explained in a detailed text by an expert collector the 230 color photographs in this book represent an invaluable reference to a fascinating subject

German Army Uniforms of World War II 2002-11-24 German Army uniforms of World War II in color photographs
krawczyk from private soldiers to generals this picture packed color collection profiles all major german combat
branches including infantry cavalry artillery mountain troops tank and assault gun crews etc plus uniforms specific to
western europe russia italy and africa close up detail photos of insignia interior details such as manufacturer/Es
markings typical items of field equipment and more hdbd 8 1 2 x 12 128 pgs 230 color ill

Army Uniforms of World War I 1986 see hundreds of iconic military uniforms insignias and badges worn by armies
natives and air forces all over the world during the second world war

German Army Uniforms of World War II 1996 the widespread interest in the american soldier s dress and equipment in
world war ii has never before been served by a major book recreating the gi s appearance by color photography a
striking study that takes techniques to a new level live models wearing an enormous range of authentic surviving
uniforms this book will be hailed as a bible by military collectors modelers illustrators film wardrobe departments and
anyone with an interest in world war ii soldiers superbly illustrated with 280 color photographs richard windrow is a life
long military modeling hobbyist and tim hawkins is an experienced military photographer new in paperback for 2008

Army Uniforms of World War 2 1974 this first volume of fighting men of world war ii offers a comprehensive full color
look at the clothing such as boots pants helmet tunic greatcoat camouflage and badges equipment weapons vehicles
and rations of axis soldiers also included are popular items such as lighters that were carried by many troops but were
not standard issue the accompanying text describes the items and also compares them to those of other armies the
result is a complete picture of the daily life and conditions of the fighting men of all countries it is an essential reference
work for all military historians collectors and general readers

Uniforms of World War II 2016-01-25 the opening of the former soviet union to the west over the past three years has
made accessible for the first time much new material on the red army of the great patriotic war the huge and varied
forces which won some of the greatest battles of world war ii against the german invasion this book contains a range of
rare authentic uniforms modelled and photographed in moscow tank commanders and generals assault infantry and
women medics pilots and nkvd security officers artillerymen camouflaged scouts and many more the photographs are
backed up by close ups of insignia and personal equipment

The World War II GI 2008-11-15 this is the first thorough and in depth study to cover all aspects of the winter uniforms
issued to and used by the ground based troops of the german army and air force during world war ii this book offers a
definite overview covering all uniform pieces and accessories ranging from coats to scarves and their developments
used materials insignia and markings the book is clearly illustrated with over 180 period black and white images and
illustrations and up to 200 contemporary full color photographs resulting in an overview with unprecedented detail

Fighting Men of World War II 2007 among the major powers of world war ii the uniforms and equipment of the japanese
army have received the least coverage this new detailed volume presents the subject with a superb collection of actual
vintage items and rarely seen world war ii era photographs among the subjects covered are the imperial japanese army
uniform series undergarments footwear headwear personal field equipment extreme climate uniforms work and specialty
uniforms soldier s personal items and firearms a short chapter examines reproductions

Estonian Army Uniforms and Insignia, 1936-1944 1997 this book caters for the widespread interest in the american
soldier s dress and equipment throughout world war ii the photographic sequences show the range of uniforms and
authentic weapons in characteristic use accompanied by identifying and explanatory captions

German Army Uniforms of World War II in Colour Photographs 1995 for many years military historians and artists
collectors of military war gamers and war enthusiasts in general have felt the need for a comprehensive record of the
uniforms insignia and organisation of the fighting men of world war ii this remarkable book provides just such a record
andrew mollo is one of the leading british military historians with a worldwide reputation and his book is the result of
years of study and research his text not only details the design of uniforms and insignia but also describes their
effectiveness in the field and how this affected the fighting ability of the troops themselves an impressive series of 350
full colour drawings has been specially commissioned for this book these are supported by 160 photographs of the
combatants in action along with 53 plates of insignia the authenticity of the drawings together with the comprehensive
descriptions make the armed forces of world war ii an invaluable source of reference for all students of military uniform

Red Army Uniforms of World War II in Colour Photographs 1993 a paperback edition of this classic work which
describes and illustrates the uniforms and equipment of the wwbii british soldier using original items worn by live models
in authentic settings a huge range of subjects is covered from the uniforms and equipment of the front line infantryman
to the officers and men s walking out dress the special kit issued to tank crews air landed and mountain troops
motorcyclists medics arctic clothing anti gas kit and assault kit even down to the demob suits issued to discharged
soldiers in 1945

British Army Uniforms & Insignia of World War Two 1983 from hitler s wehrmacht of world war ii to the bundeswehr the
german army uniform has changed greatly over the last seventy years through periods of glory defeat and renaissance
the uniform has evolved prussian and germanic traditions have remained strong throughout the uniform s history and
can still be found in the insignia and equipment of the present day soldier a provisional reichswehr was formed in 1919
and for the first time the german army had a common uniform for all the federal states of the weimar republic with adolf
hitler s rise to power in 1933 the uniform began to take on the symbols of nazi germany the eagle and swastika being
added post war germany saw a divided nation with two distinct uniforms and today we again see a common uniform for
a united germany uniforms of the german soldier charts this fascinating evolution with more than fifty color photographs
Winter Uniforms of the German Army and Luftwaffe in World War II 2011 examines camouflage patterns and uniform types used by German army and air force troops during WWII and those post-war patterns which were clearly derived from the Wehrmacht types. Europa Militaria Series 17, an exciting series that features the soldier both modern and historically, each volume captures the men, their uniforms, equipment, and their weapons.

Uniforms and Equipment of the Imperial Japanese Army in World War II 2002 is part of a two-volume part on the identification of coats and jackets used by U.S. Army ground forces during World War II. This part covers raincoats, wet weather jackets, cold weather jackets, coats, overcoats, and parkas as well as specialized uniform coats like the tank jacket, mountain jacket, and parachute jacket. It includes information on how the clothing was issued, stock number, data acquisition cost, and who manufactured each of the items. This book is part of an 8-volume set on U.S. Army ground forces uniforms of World War II.

The World War II GI 1993-01-01: This is the thirteenth book in the Officers and Soldiers collection. It shows the French army during the Phoney War and the French campaign in May 1940. Continuing the work started two years ago by Andrjouineau in the two volumes dealing with the 1914-1918 armies, given over to an almost exhaustive survey of French army uniforms and outfits during the two World Wars. This volume shows almost sixty color plates with no less than 300 uniforms. Several dozen insignia and equipment illustrations are included. This book is a must for collectors of German headgear and Militaria as well as modelers and students of military uniforms.

World War II Uniforms of the British Army 1997-09-10: The armies, navies, and air corps of World War II were kitted out in multiple shades of khaki gray and brown. Here are the uniforms of 30 nations in detailed photos, paintings, and descriptions. A complete survey of fighting men's and women's uniforms.

The Armed Forces of World War II 2002-02-01: Photographs of rare and original uniforms worn by live models. The authors are leading collectors and respected contributors to specialist journals in great Britain and the U.S. and have assembled a wide range of surviving uniforms never before photographed and published. A World War II British infantry tank crew, airborne troops, gunners, engineers, medical personnel, and more are depicted with authentic field equipment and weapons in extraordinarily realistic settings.

The World War II Tommy 1965-05: The two-volume set by Pat Moran and Jon Maguire illustrates in full color over 240 visor hats and helmets of the German Army Luftwaffe Kriegsmarine SS, NSDAP police, civilian, and miscellaneous formations. Each peaked hat is shown from four angles including interior and insignia detail. These volumes are a must for collectors of German headgear and militaria as well as modelers and students of military uniforms.

World War II Uniforms of the German Army 1939-1945 1987-07-01: A detailed description of the German soldier's field tunic throughout the second World War in all its aspects: history, symbolism, manufacturing, evolution, insignia, etc. From the pre-war dress uniform to the shabby utilitarian garment of 1945.

The Armed Forces of World War II 1981-01-01: This book covers the high command, the developments in unit organization, the campaigns, and the uniforms and equipment of the German army in the last two years of the war in Western Europe and Italy. Despite the huge pressure of fighting on three fronts, ever worsening shortages of manpower and equipment, and allied command of the skies, Germany's decimated divisions fought on with impressive skill and determination. This period also saw a fascinating mixture of obsolete, newly designed, and field-made combat clothing, which gave the German soldier a radically different appearance from his predecessor of just five years before. Men at Arms 311, 316, 326, 330, and 336 are also available in a single-volume special edition titled German Army in World War II by British Army Uniforms & Insignia of World War Two 1992 featuring for the first time in one reference volume the structure and equipment of the German and Axis terrestrial combat units in World War II. The hardcover reference book examines the organization of each army, its rank structure, and numerical groupings as a prerequisite to examining each soldier's equipment and罕见部隊. Each section will feature archive pictures of the soldier in the field and specially photographed artifacts showing preserved examples of the items that he carried with him there will be badges, medals, pennants, and flags as well as other popular personal items carried by many troops like cigarette lighters, razors, and postcards.
were not standard issue but of extreme importance to each man the book will evaluate that equipment and how it compared to that of other soldiers in other armies both on the same side and among the opposing forces and will provide a complete picture of the day to day lives and conditions of the fighting men of the american russian british and commonwealth armies as well as polish free french and other nations thought fought albeit briefly on the side of the allies making it an essential reference work for all military historians collectors modellers and interested general readers
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